Alone

English adaptation and music by Alexis Jackson
Original ASL poem by Daniel Durant
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Emp - ty vast - ness stretch - es flat be - fore me. The dark - ness can - not hide the sheets of
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Emp - ty vast - ness stretch - es flat be - fore me. The dark - ness can - not hide the sheets of
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Emp - ty vast - ness stretch - es flat be - fore me. The dark - ness can - not hide the
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Emp - ty vast - ness stretch - es flat be - fore me. The dark - ness can - not hide the
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rain and thrash - ing winds.
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My world falls from its frail suspension in space
And spin - ters, frag - ments, a chan - de - lier.

My world falls from space
And spin - ters, frag - ments, a chan - de - lier.

At lone. My world falls from space
And spin - ters, frag - ments, a chan - de - lier.

Alone
Alone

My eyes join the clouds in rain, abandon to the

Oh

I'll ne-ver know how you caught me on the edge of that a-ban-don; how your
and sent it beating, spreading life through me; how you shifted the world and mended

necessity restarted my heart

Since you showed me your heart, I am not alone.

As the sun, you graced me with your warmth. Since you showed me your heart, I am not alone.